I. INTRODUCTION
A number of calculations of electron affinities for alkaline-earth-metal atoms have been carried out since the first prediction [1] and discovery [2] of Ca -the first negative ion of this series [3 -10] . [12, 13] and a number of calculations [3, 8, 14, 15] . The six atoms mentioned above apparently exhaust the number of closed-shell atoms capable of forming negative ions. They have this property due to a strong correlation interaction between the atom and the electron, which can be related to the large dipole polarizability of the atom. All other closed-shell atoms have relatively small static dipole polarizabilities, which means that their interaction with an extra electron is too weak to form a bound state. In spite of strong evidence for the negative ions' existence, both experimental and theoretical data are far from being complete yet. The electron affinity was measured for only two atoms of the six: Pd [12] and Ca [2] . As for the Sr, Ba, and Yb, the corresponding negative ions were observed [11, 13] , but none of the electron affinities had been measured. Most of the electron-affinity calculations for atoms of this type were made for the ground state only, and some of them were nonrelativistic. However, as was shown in [10] and [14] , the relativistic effects are very important. The p bound states of these negative ions have large fine structure, which is comparable in magnitude with the electron affinity and for Ra [10] and Yb [14] is even larger than the affinity. In both of these atoms @3~2 states are revealed as resonances in the continuum. It gives rise to a phenomenon of a 100% spin polarization of the scattered electron beam at appropriate electron energy and scattering angle [16] . Calculations of the electron-beam polarization were done in [16] for the p resonance in Ra and the d resonance in Ba.
The same effect occurs for the p resonance in Yb (see below). It may seem that from an experimental point of view these atoms are not the best system in which to observe this phenomenon. As will be discussed below the only thing one needs to produce 100% polarization of the scattered electron beam is a distinct p-wave resonance in electron scattering from a heavy atom. From this point of view the Hg atom seems to be a very good candidate to observe the phenomenon, as it indeed has a low-energy p-wave resonance [17] . Note here that the spin polarization has been calculated by Yuan and Zhang [18] in the model potential approach for lighter atoms of the Hg group (Mg, Zn, and Cd), where the polarization did not reach 100% because of the smaller relativistic effects, and for Ba [19] , where the results at low energy are similar to [16] . As Fig. 2(a There are two classes of higher-order diagrams important for the correlation potential Z: the particle-hole interaction in the polarization operator (Fig. 3) , and the screening of the electron-electron interaction (Fig. 4) . For the outer electron in the neutral Cs atom their relative contribution is about 20 -40'%%uo of the total correlation correction to the energy level. However, it turns out that they strongly compensate each other, so that the resulting correction is small. Nevertheless, taking into account the higher-order corrections in the Cs atom substantially improves the agreement between the calculated and the experimental data for both the energy levels and the fine-structure intervals [23] . It is a surprising fact that for the negative ions the cancellation between these two classes of higher-order diagrams is even closer. They change the energy of the 4p&~2 bound state of Ca by only 15.2 meV, but hardly change the fine-structure interval [10] . We checked this for Pd as well. If the correlation potential Z is calculated in the second order in the residual Coulomb interaction, the binding energy of the 5s state of Pd is 540 meV. But when we take into account the hole-particle interaction and the screening of the Coulomb interaction it becomes 520 meV, i.e. , changes very little. Note that the second order value 540 meV is in better agreement with the experimental value of 560 meV [12] . We encountered a similar situation for the Ca: though the higher-order corrections increase the binding energy of Ca, the second-order value is also closer to the experimental one [10] . Note [8] and is remarkably close to the experimental value of 0.56 eV [12] . Unlike the alkaline-earth atoms and Yb, Pd has a very small polarizability.
The s-wave binding of Pd takes place mainly because of the atom's unique 4d ground state, and the extreme proximity of the 5s subshell to the 4d subshell: the lowest 4d-5s excitation energy in neutral Pd is only 0.814 eV [26] . This can also be understood by examining the magnitude of the scattering length a which governs the behavior of the s-wave phase shift at low electron energy: b = -ak, k is the electron momentum.
For the majority of closed-shell atoms the scattering length in the static Hartree-Fock approxima- [8] .
R-matrix approach [7] .
'Multiconagurational Hartree-Fock [6] . Local density functional method [5, 14] . sRelativistic correlation potential method [10, 16] . "Experiment [17] . tion is positive. It becomes negative due to the correlation potential producing the Ramsauer-Townsend effect (see, e. g., [27] for noble-gas atoms and [28] , [29] for alkaline-earth atoms). In contrast, the scattering length for Pd is already negative in the Hartree-Fock-Dirac approximation: a = - 10 [13] , which provides the lower limit of 10 meV for it.
The effect of the spin-orbit interaction is already quite marked in Ba: the 6ne-structure interval AEg, --57 meV constitutes 30%%uo of the electron affinity. This value coincides with our earlier estimation based on Z dependence of the fine-structure interval [10] . In Yb as well as in Ra (see also [10] ) the spin-orbit p~~2-ps~~s plitting becomes larger than the electron afIInity. The p3/2 state of the negative ion exists as a quasistationary state in the continuum. It manifests itself in the resonant behavior of the ps~2 phaseshift (Fig. 5) , and produces a large, sharp maximum in the scattering cross section (Fig. 6 ). The energies of the resonances given in Table III correspond to the maximum in the partial wave cross section.
The interaction of the d-wave electrons with Ba, Yb, and Ra is also very peculiar. In contrast with previous ab initio [28, 29] and model potential [16, 19] calculations the energies of the d3/2, ds/2 states of Ba turned out to [28, 29] . This supposition agrees with the fact that the measured electron-alkaline-earth atom scattering cross sections [30] exhibit the d-wave resonance for Ca at 0.78 eV (instead of 1.44 eV in [28] ), and do not show any resonant features for Sr at E ) 0.09 eV (in contrast with the prediction of the d resonance at 0.87 eV [28] ).
In [16] f' or more detailed discussion). It is illustrated in Fig. 7 Table III . However, most of them have very small energies, which makes the effect dificult to detect experimentally. We suppose that Hg atoms may be the best for the observation of the low-energy electron spin polarization. According to the experimental data [17] there is a prominent p resonance at E = 0.63 eV with width I' 0.4 eV.
The calculations show that the Hg atom does not form stable negative-ion states, its polarizability being much smaller than those of Ba, Yb, and Ra. Nevertheless, the electron-Hg correlation potential forms resonant pq~2 and p3/3 states (see the phase shifts in Fig. 8 ) . The elastic cross section has a broad asymmetric maximum associated with them (Fig. 9) . The position of the maximum The aim of the Appendix is to derive the criterion 6 ) which estimates the capacity of a nonlocal potential Z added to a zero-order Hamiltonian Ho to create an extra ound state. Since the whole paper concerns the problem of the interaction of an electron with an atom we will consider this particular case hereafter. However, the criterion itself is a mathematical statement. it may be proved with more rigor, as well as applied to other problems.
The behavior of the electron in the Geld of the closed- Hp(p"(r) = e"y"(r) It should be noted that in the simplest possible case when Ho is the nonrelativistic Hamiltonian of a &ee particle and Z is local, so that Z(r, r') = b(r -r')U(r)
[U(r) ( 0 is an attractive potential], the criterion turns into the well known Bargman formula [21] 2 rUr dr&21+1, (A17) where l is the orbital momentum of the partial wave. In obtaining (A17) we used the expression for the free particle Green's function and correlation potential in the 1th partial wave: Gt (r, r') = -z&+~r '&+ /r'&, E~(r, r') = U(r)h(r -r'). The particle's mass is set to 1.
There is an interesting case where the condition (A12) turns into an exact necessary and sufBcient one. Suppose there is a low-lying resonant state in the spectrum of the zero-order Hamiltonian.
Then the Green's function at small E is represented by a contribution of the nearby pole: G"(r, r') yp(r)pp(r')/(E -Ep). Here Ep ) 0 is the real part of the energy of the resonance and yp(r) is the normalized radial function of this quasistationary state ( [31] Apart from the "electron plus atom" problem, one may apply (A12) to investigate the interaction of atoms with positrons. In this case the correlation potential overpowers the static repulsion between the atom and the positron, and it may give birth to a bound or a resonant state [32] , especially for heavy atoms with large dipole polarizabilities.
The above given derivation looks even more rigorous for the positron, as there are no deep core bound states, and the possible weakly bound state is indeed the lowest one.
